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1. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODULE 

1.1. What It Is About 

This topic focuses on aspects of failing to achieve in mathematics, commensurate with 
chronological age, normal intelligence, and adequate instruction. Even with calculators 
persons with low numeracy skills find very hard to or can’t solve simple day-to-day problems 
because they don't have enough understanding to interpret problems or analyse them. Low 
numeracy is marked by difficulties with:  visualization;  visual-spatial perception, processing 
and discrimination;  counting;  pattern recognition;  sequential memory;  working-memory 
for numbers;  retrieval of learned facts and procedures;  directional confusion; quantitative 
processing speed;  kinaesthetic sequences;  and perception of time. 

All the listed above problems are a syndrome or collection of characteristics that are marked 
by underachievement in math in spite of good ability in speaking, reading, and writing. 
Sometimes dyscalculia occurs with other learning difficulties.  

People with math skills deficit often lose track when counting; has trouble memorizing and 
recalling addition and multiplication facts, as well as math procedures and rules. They tend to 
practice and learn math, but quickly forget, and typically do poorly on tests. Inconsistent math 
memory causes frustration, avoidance, and anxiety. 

Math skills deficit has characteristic symptoms that can manifest and be noticed accordingly 
in both working and home environments. Here's a short list of symptoms: 

Monetary transactions, DIY (Do It Yourself) projects, or even a friendly game of pick-up 
football may be sidelined by math deficit. At home, symptoms might include: 

• Trouble doing mental math; gives incorrect change, for instance, or needs a calculator 
to figure out a tip 

• Frequently late, occasionally missing important events altogether 
• Finds it difficult to remember names 
• Often drives too fast or too slow, or vastly misjudges how long it will take to drive 

somewhere 
• Needs to write down a phone number immediately to remember it 
• Gets lost easily; misplaces objects around the house frequently 
• Struggles to keep score in games; often loses track of whose turn it is 
• Slow to tell time on an analog clock 
• Poor memory for anything number-related, like dates or facts 
• Struggles to learn dance steps or anything involving motor sequencing 

Even if your job doesn’t directly involve math, you may still be confronted with it at work. If 
you have math skill deficit, symptoms in the workplace may include: 

• Gets anxious at the thought of having to do math unexpectedly at work 
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• Trouble handling money or keeping track of finances 
• Frequently runs out of time while doing a task, or fails to plan enough time for all the 

things that need to be done 
• Trouble understanding graphs or charts 
• Finds it hard to understand spoken math equations, even very simple ones 
• Skips numbers or transposes them when reading a long list or spreadsheet 
• Finds it difficult to use Excel formulas 
• Uses fingers to count or marks pages with tally marks to keep track of numbers 
• Often gets several different answers to the same math problem; needs to check work 

over and over again 
• Unable to remember math rules or times tables 

It should not be forgotten that in some cases there are moments of sudden exacerbations of 
the state, which is equally dangerous at home and working environment. All these symptoms 
can be connected with dyscalculia which does not imply a progressive cure or attenuation of 
the problem, but dyscalculia is not a topic of our study.  

  

1.2. Learners Needs Analyses/ Initial Tests 

During the implementation of the math skills deficit methodology, several features have to be 
taken into account that have a direct impact on the results sought for the end of the module. 
We will list some of them, but depending on the composition of the learner group, educational 
level, social adaptability, age specificity, it is possible to consider additional features 
depending on personal experience in conducting trainings: 

• Creating an environment of sincerity 
• Careful monitoring and readiness to assist in conducting the test(s) - Dyscalculation is 

often combined with dyslexia or dysgraphia, or both, which further hinders the 
recognition moment as well as understanding of the questions. For this reason, timely 
help, personal attitude and empathy are keys to tests that will later be your basis for 
individualizing methods to limit the negative impact of mathematical skills deficit.  

• Our recommendation is that if the learners have not participated in the tests of the first 
two modules of the methodology, you are advised to provide these tests with them. In 
this way you will have a complete picture of the learner and you will be able to 
recommend a set of measures.  

• In the annexes you will find links to online tests, use them in case you have the 
necessary technical facilities and the learners have good knowledge of ICT and English. 
Have in mind that time is also a measurable dimension during the test. 
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1.3. Learning Outcomes 

Each module of the methodology sets ambitious goals:   

1. Introduce the learners to the substance of the problem under consideration, its 
possible manifestations and the risks it carries 

2. To be able to individually determine its presence with sufficient accuracy  
3. To propose a system of measures for limiting the negative impact of math skill 

deficit. 

 

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

2.1. Some More Info about Math Skills Deficit 

The reasons for inadequate math skills may be the result of poor or insufficient school 
education, which has worsened over the years. In rare cases, they may be hereditary. This 
condition is independent of the level of intelligence of the child and to the teaching methods 
used. The difficulty is centred around the ability to interpret numeric symbols and 
arithmetical operations like adding, subtracting, multiplication, and division. A person that 
suffers from dyscalculia will confuse numbers and signs, and cannot do mental math or work 
with abstract ideas. These people have a hard time completing assignments and numerically 
connected tasks. 

Different studies show that, on average, 25% of adults experience serious problems with 
mathematical actions, without gender division. At the same time, the flow of numbers in daily 
life is increasing - household bills, taxes, discount, interest etc. Work increasingly requires 
comparisons in graphs or diagrams. Many adults experiencing such problems underestimate 
them or vice versa – are ashamed about them. During the training, take into account the 
results of the preliminary study in the project and its findings, especially those related to the 
desire of men to participate in general, and in particular the fact that they acknowledge 
problems related to both the subject of this Module and the principle of life . 

 

2.2. Different Manifestation of the Math Skills Deficit 

Focus (concentration): Skill related to the pattern of cognitive deterioration. The structural 
deficit in these connections of neural networks is also related to inhibition, which affects the 
mind's sharpness, making it more difficult for the person to use math and leading to 
difficulties in estimation.  

Divided attention: This skill is important as it allows for multitasking. Adults with math 
disabilities present problems when responding to a stimulus because they are unable to focus, 
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they get distracted with irrelevant stimuli, and they tire easily. Also problems with rational 
thinking can occur. 

Working memory: This cognitive skill refers to temporary storage and the ability to 
manipulate information in order to complete complex assignments. Some difficulties as a 
result of this may be trouble following directions, forgetting instructions and tasks, low 
motivation, incomplete memories, being easily distracted, not remembering numbers, and 
delayed mental arithmetic. 

Short-term memory: The capacity to retain a small amount of information during a short 
period of time. This mental deficit explains the inability to carry out math assignments. The 
problems present themselves when they calculate or attempt math problems. This is also 
related to the inability to remember numbers or multiplication tables. 

Naming: Implies the ability to recall a word or number and use it later. Adults have difficulties 
remembering numbers because their ability to process information is deficient. 

Planning: Low levels in this cognitive skill implie difficulties in planning and making sense of 
numbers and exercises. This inability to anticipate events or outcomes prevents the student 
from correctly completing the exercise. 

Processing speed: This corresponds to the time it takes for our brain to receive information (a 
number, a mathematical equation, a problem…), understand it, and respond to it. There are 
adults that do not have any learning difficulties to complete this process quickly and 
automatically, while others who have speed deficit processing need more time and energy in 
order to process the information. 

 

2.3. Types of Maths Skills Deficit 

The symptoms can be grouped in 5 main types. 

Verbal math deficit: It is characterized by a difficulty naming and understanding the 
mathematical concepts presented verbally. Adults with this type of dyscalculia are able to 
read or write numbers, but have a hard time recognizing them when presented verbally. 

Practognostic problem: This type of math skills deficit is characterized by a difficulty 
translating an abstract mathematical concept into a real concept. These adults are able to 
understand mathematical concepts but have trouble listing, comparing, and manipulating 
mathematical equations. 

Lexical problem: Trouble reading and understanding mathematical symbols and numbers, as 
well as mathematical expressions or equations. An adult with lexical problem can understand 
the concepts when spoken, but may have trouble writing and understanding them. 
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Graphical problem: Difficulty writing mathematical symbols. Adults with this type of 
dyscalculia are able to understand the mathematical concepts but do not have the ability to 
read, write, or use the correct corresponding symbols. 

Ideognostical problem: Difficulty carrying out mental operations without using numbers to 
answer math problems and understand mathematical concepts. They may also have a hard 
time remembering mathematical concepts after learning them. 

Operational problem: Presents itself with a difficulty to complete written or spoken 
mathematical operations or calculations. Someone with operational problem will be able to 
understand the numbers and the relationships between them, but will have trouble 
manipulating numbers and mathematical symbols in the calculation process. 

  

2.4. Combating Math Skills Deficit 

In this module, we are not aiming to catch up with learning gaps, but with a combination of 
exercises we can limit the negative effects of a math skill deficit. Opportunities in today's 
environment are many and we will hardly be able to offer even a small part of them. In the 
exercises on the other modules that we recommend you review, you can also find the 
appropriate modules for this module. Combinations are possible as well as you can prepare 
exercises yourself. The suggestion is only a guideline and does not exhaust the subject. The 
duration of the exercises is also exemplary and depends on the size of the learner group, 
possible problems they will encounter in their implementation. Sometimes avoiding a math 
deficit is a matter of skill in using assistive devices or replacing them. 

 

3. EXERCISES AND QUIZZES  

As we have already explained, we can not talk about treating math skill deficits of adults but 
just about limiting the negative effect, as well as about different approaches and attempts to 
eliminate learning gaps over the years. During the training you will have the opportunity to 
continue and deepen your observations over the learners. We recommend that you make a 
record of everyone in which you can record the results of the preliminary tests and the results 
of the proposed exercises. Do not forget to maintain trusted and sincere relationships at a 
high level - for this purpose energizers will be helpful, better if not related to the topic. Some 
of the exercises may happen to be too easy for some of the learners if the work is not 
individual.  

Running this training is based on a non-formal learning principle, giving you great freedom in 
choosing time, place, group selection(s). The task of limiting math deficit requires several 
consecutive time-sessions - preferably one in a week, 4 in a row, where the complexity of the 
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tasks gradually increases and progress/regression is observed for each of the learners 
individually. Do not forget that in some cases of combination of different skill deficits other 
problems can occur - speech problems, difficulty remembering names and faces. 

Before starting the main activity, we recommend that you make a short energizer/icebreaker. 
However, besides the goal of the learners to know their names, there is also a diagnostic and 
therapeutic goal requiring concentration and mnemonic skills. Place the learners in a circle 
facing each other. The trainer clearly and sufficiently strongly says his name. In the 
clock/counter-clockwise direction, the other learners repeat the names of all previous ones 
until the circle closes. Carefully observe and listen to all learners as for you as a trainer, this is 
not just an energizer. Add remarks in your record book. In the next training, besides 
remembering the names at the beginning, include other elements for remembering - gesture, 
movement, color chosen by everyone. No materials are required to run it, and the time 
depends on the number of learners, but we do not recommend you to be more than 10 
minutes, it may happen that the last one in the circle may have a more severe form of 
dyscalculia and this exercise will be quite complicated for him/her, and can put him/her in an 
embarrassing situation or even isolate him. 

Another fun energizer/icebreaker - usually used in the middle of the training adding some 
physical activity and associated with the visual memory and the concentration of the learners. 
Again, the learners are in a circle (they are supposed to have remembered their names, but 
they may not be). The trainer selects one of those standing against him, hands him a ball, and 
both turns back to the group, the trainer tells the peculiarities of the person to whom he 
throws the ball - color of the hair, type and color of the clothes, etc. The ball recipient tries to 
tell the same details about the person who throws him the ball. To accomplish this exercise, 
you need a ball regardless of its size.  

Another exercise for concentration is the "Color mess" exercise. On a sheet of paper there are 
written 20 rows of different colors. But the words do not match with the colour. The learner 
must say the color with which the word is written, not the color he sees. The exercise must be 
made in rows, not in columns.  For this exercise, you need to prepare a sheet (preferably a 
larger format) with the color names written in different colors. Give possibility to everyone to 
try him/herself. Start the exercise yourself and deliberately make a mistake and wait for the 
audience to react. 

Another good exercise for math disorientation is connected to drawing or writing under 
dictation. Each learner is given a piece of paper and the trainer starts dictating what to be 
drawn under dictation. For example: 1. Divide the sheet of paper in 4/6 equal parts. 2. In the 
upper part draw a small square in the left bottom corner. 3. Above it draw a big circle. 4. 
Below it draw a small triangle. And so on and so on. It is up to the trainer to decide what kind 
of dictation to perform. Instead of figures the trainer may decide to use numbers. Or to 
complex the exercise with colours too (for example, write 12 in blue; then above write big 4 in 
red and etc.). 
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A good exercise for concentration and observation is the following. The learners are placed in 
two rows and in front of each learner there should be another one. For some minutes (it is up 
to the trainer to decide how long depending on the level of learners, age and mental abilities) 
each learner looks the person in front of him. Then they turn around with their backs and 
should change one thing in their appearance. They can use additional materials or borrow 
some stuff from their neighbours. After the change they turn again face to face and should 
guess the change. That one who is quicker gains a point. After a minute or other time decided 
by the trainer a new round takes place. But this time each learner should change two things in 
his appearance. Then again turning face to face and guessing the changes (with the increasing 
of the number of stuff changed the increasing in time for guessing also changes). The trainer 
decides when the game stops and how many items to be changed. 

The exercises listed below are basic, can be complicated or simplified individually if you see 
that the group has a great variety of types and level of math skill deficit. For most of them, you 
can also predict homework, especially for those related to ICT and various applications. 
Making any progress is a positive result and encourag learners to continue to work actively by 
sharing with the group their progress on previous training. Take special care to those who 
have recurrences, you may need to have additional individual training and, in severe cases, 
direct them to a neurologist. 

3.1. Calculator - It is necessary for the trainer to decide whether the calculator can be 
of assistance to a person with math deficit. The use is appropriate in case of 
impossibility of perception and graphic design of two, three, etc. numerical 
numbers and memory deficiency. The use of the calculator is impossible when 
numerical overwrite errors are predominantly optical. In this case, mistakes 
correlate with errors when writing. Using a calculator is not shameful. The 
Calculator feature is available on all mobile phones and devices. It can save a lot of 
time and nerves. You can use two or even more approaches in this exercise - tasks 
are pre-written on paper or on the board, or read them to the trainees. These two 
approaches involve different perceptions - visual and auditory, responsible for 
different math deficit skills. Pay particular attention to calculating percentages - 
this mathematical effect usually confuses many adults. Visualize 50% (half), 30%, 
and so on. 
10-(-3)+2=? 
5-3+2+3+1+6=? 
2.5x2+3-(-1)=? 
(2-3+2+1)x2=? 
2-3+2+1x2=? 

You can also use popular tasks with different symbols using collection, subtraction, 
multiplication and division. 
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 or more complex   or   etc … 

It is Black Friday – check if the offer corresponds to reality. The discount 
percentage is 23%. The old price was 525 – what should be the new one? 

Your municipal tax is 388, if you pay until the end of April the whole amount you 
will get 5% discount – calculate the discount? 

3.2. Developing spatial orientation in artificially created  by human limited space - On a 
sheet of paper following the instructions of the trainer, defining a top-down-left-
right writing in a sequence of different conventional mathematical symbols (+, -, 1, 
9, 20, 96) in rows and/or columns. Example: In the left top corner in a column 
write five times 96, in the left down corner in a row 1+9+6+3=(result).  

3.3. Computer - the meaning of this term are all devices that allow the use of OER 
(Open Education Resources), part of them online, others can require the 
installation of educational therapy programs.  

3.3.1. 2048 is a challenging number puzzle for kids and adults 
(http://2048game.com) . The object is to join the numbers to get the 2048 tile. Use 
your arrow keys to move tiles. When two tiles with the same number touch, they 
merge into one! The game have several difficulty levels. Suitable for home training. 
3.3.2. Tetris – suitable for the development of spatial thinking and orientation. You 
can create a racing environment by asking learners to play in person. Together, 
select one of all possible Tetris to make the terms the same for all 
3.3.3. The number race – enough clutter, but enough diagnostic play. It requires 
installation, it is good to demonstrate and exercise during the training by 
individually observing each of the learners. The game has an English interface but 
at a low enough level (http://www.thenumberrace.com)    
3.3.4. The number bonds – although with the kid's interface, the game again has a 
strong diagnostic feature, has a variety of tasks and is online, making it 
comfortable to use in leisure time. The game has an English interface but at a low 
enough level (https://www.mathplayground.com) 
3.3.5. A platform with a variety of logic games on various topics. Depending on the 
composition of the group, you can choose the appropriate one for each and follow 
his or her results (https://www.vgames.bg) 
3.3.5. Sudoku - Sudoku is one of the most popular puzzle games of all time. The 
goal of Sudoku is to fill a 9×9 grid with numbers so that each row, column and 3×3 
section contain all of the digits between 1 and 9. As a logic puzzle, Sudoku is also 
an excellent brain game. If you play Sudoku daily, you will soon start to see 

http://2048game.com/
https://www.mathplayground.com/
https://www.vgames.bg/
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improvements in your concentration and overall brain power. The game have 
online versions (suitable for homework), we recommend to use same paper 
versions for all the learners in a competitive mode. Have in mind that some of 
them can be unfamiliar with the rules, and additional explanations with examples 
can be needed. 

3.4. Navigational devices and Apps 
3.4.1. There is a huge variety of navigation devices and applications. In most of 
them, voice functions are integrated that could help in cases of disorientation or 
loss. It is possible that your learners have never used navigation programs. Pay 
attention to the theoretical part by showing on screen the functionalities of each 
button, and the sequence of actions. Use real examples of possible routes and ways 
of travel. Do not forget the satellite image, which provides additional landmarks - 
monuments, churches, famous places, and so on.  It is very important for the 
trainer to encourage students not to panic at this moments. If you think learners 
have a good knowledge of ICT, then you can start with more complex tasks 
(described below), if you do not - you have to split the group into two and initially 
get to grips with the more unprepared with the applications , (better for smart 
devices which are always sub-handed) - current location, address setting, travel 
selection, etc. Only then can you apply the next step. 
3.4.2. Divide the group into threes/fours - the "first" invites the second guest by 
writing to him how to reach him, but without an exact address. The "second" 
writes with/without the help of a navigation device or application and explains to 
the "third", which demonstrates his arrival to the home of the first with 
approximate address. Mark the start and final point on the application. Compare 
results, comment on and search for cause of error in case of one. It is desirable that 
this happens in front of the audience, the others observe but have no right to help 
(“Third” have to be out of the training room until the moment he is told how to 
reach the final destination). Alternative routеs can be discovered even for the first. 
Give some homework for everybody with different type of transport – from home 
to work with public transport and back home by bike or walking. Stimulate the 
home work inside the learners – they explain to each other by phone haw to get 
their homes and the “visitor” must say the approximate address, time to reach the 
final destination etc. 
Practical exercise outside – run this exercise in real conditions. Be careful you have 
to accompany the „visitor”. Try to find places not well known by him/her and use 
different type of transport. 
IMPORTANT: Enter the important addresses of the learner in the navigation 
program - home, work, and so on.  

3.5. Analog clock exercises – don’t forget about the existence of digital clocks – both 
wrist or wall/table ones.  
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3.5.1. Enough elementary exercise for individual work, which is indicative of a type 
of math deficit (http://elasnas.bg/flash/clocks/index.html). The exercise can also 
be performed with a large wall clock. Complicate the exercise as the learners set 
the clock by looking at the image in a mirror. 
3.5.2. Pre-prepared flash cards with analog clock set 
time (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IBBQXBhSNUs). Exercise can be made 
more complicated by asking the learners to record the time in a particular place on 
a pre-prepared sheet - for example the result of the first flash card in the top right 
corner of the sheet (combination with spatial orientation) 

3.6. Mental Arithmetic - The attendance of an online course and the exercises offered in 
them contribute to the simultaneous development of both hemispheres, 
concentration, visual and muscular memory, in a totally different way the 
elementary mathematical actions are processed in the brain, resulting in a 
different than the usual negative or unsatisfactory result. 

4. CURRICULUM OUTLINE  

 

Recommen
ded Time  Learning Activities/Advice for Trainer  Materials Resource 

10-15 min Warm up/Icebreaker 
 

Depending on 
the choice of 
exercise 

3 

20-25 min Spatial orientation  
Advice: Use both dictation and writing on the 
board, take notes about every learner 

Sheet of paper, 
pencil, rubber 

3.2 

x(20-25) 
min 

Calculator 
Advice: Reminding theory about the function 
buttons. Use both dictation and writing on the 
board, take notes about every learner. Follow the 
results, encourage, do not raise the complexity if 
you have learners with problems 

Sheet of paper, 
pen, calculator 
or device with 
calculator  

3.1.X 

x(40-45) 
min 

Computer  
Advice: Be sure that all learners have basic ICT 
skills or facilitate with starting, downloading and 
installing (if needed).    

Any desktop or 
notebook, 
tablet or smart 
phone 

3.3.X 

http://elasnas.bg/flash/clocks/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IBBQXBhSNUs
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Recommen
ded Time  Learning Activities/Advice for Trainer  Materials Resource 

20-25 
theoretical 
part 
60-90 min 
practical 
part 

Navigation  
Advice: Spent as enough time as needed for the 
theoretical part. For many adults the intuitive 
buttons are not understandable enough. Try 
virtual routs for common, well known places – 
monuments, churches, sightseeing etc.   
 

Navigation 
application, 
Notebook 
(smartphone, 
computer, 
Multimedia 
projector, 
internet, paper 

 
3.4.X 

30-45 min Analog clock 
Advice: 

Big analog 
clock, flash 
cards or model 
of the clock, 
mirror   

3.5.X 

Assessment (to verify the 
increase of knowledge) Use Annex 2 self assessment test 

Feedback of learners 
It is important to give learners the opportunity to give feedback 
on the training sessions, to allow them to evaluate their learning 
experience and learning outcomes. 

 
In Annex 3 you can find a Power Presentation of the Module. 
 

5. FURTHER READING AND FURTHER DEVELOPMENT  

5.1. Implementation possibilities 

The content of this module, with its possible enrichment or simplification, can be used alone 
or in combination with the other modules depending on the desired effect, the composition of 
the trained group. Again, we recommend there to be not a single, but several training sessions 
during which to monitor progress, increase complexity, not forgetting the individual 
approach. Keeping a diary will make it easier for you to individually observe the learners, 
prepare individual assignments to maintain their interest in the course. Do not forget to 
encourage out-of-course training, encourage learners to share their problems, but also their 
successes.  

Problem of improving qualifications of adults is crucial, indisputable and precisely this is why 
the main target group of DECENT project are low qualified adult individuals who are at risk of 
social exclusion (long-term unemployed, threatened by poverty, poorly educated). People at 
risk of poverty or social exclusion according to Eurostat (2016): RO-35%; PL – 24%; BG -37%; 
CY – 30%; ES -34%; IT -30% of adults. Very often their main problem is (unaware) fact that 
they should be classified to a group of persons affected by functional illiteracy. Problems with 
understanding different texts, the use of simple mathematical operations, lack of learning 
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skills often affect many educational failures, in labor market, and perhaps at in private life. All 
project activities will be geared towards solving main problems and improving the situation 
of this group.  

Furthermore, the project is also a response to priority “Extending and developing educators' 
competences” and will create tools for institutions which support and care for people with 
functional illiteracy, such as: adult education centers, schools for adults, third age universities, 
associations which support the fight against functional illiteracy, education departments in 
local and regional government as well as individual adult educators. 
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MODULE 3 – ANNEX 1. MATH SKILLS DEFICIT TEST 
 
 

QUESTIONS: 
Possible answers yes (frequently) and no (rarely) 
 
Symptoms assessment 
1.  Do you have difficulties with time, directions, recalling schedules, sequences of events? 
Difficulty keeping track of time. Frequently late? 
2. How often you have mistaken recollection of names. Poor name-face association. 
Substitute names beginning with same letter. 
3. How often you have inconsistent results in addition, subtraction, multiplication and 
division. Problems at financial planning and money management. Too slow at mental math to 
figure totals, change due, tip, tax. 
4. When writing, reading and recalling numbers, how often these mistakes occur: number 
additions, substitutions, transpositions, omissions, and reversals. 
5. How often you have inability to grasp and remember math concepts, rules, formulas, 
sequence (order of operations), and basic math facts (+-x/). 
6. How often you have cases of poor memory (retention & retrieval) of math concepts- 
may be able to perform math operations one day, but draw a blank the next! May be able to do 
book work but then fails tests. 
7. How often you could not imagine or "picture" mechanical processes. Poor ability to 
"visualize or picture" the location of the numbers on the face of a clock, the geographical 
locations of states, countries, oceans, streets, etc. 
8. How often you have poor memory for the "layout" of things. Gets lost or disoriented 
easily. May have a poor sense of direction, may lose things often, and seem absent minded. 
9. How often you have difficulty grasping concepts of formal music education. Difficulty 
sight-reading music, learning fingering to play an instrument. 
10. How often you have difficulties with motor sequencing, noticeable in athletic 
performance, difficulty keeping up with rapidly changing physical directions like in aerobic, 
dance, and exercise classes. Difficulty with dance step sequences, muscle memory, sports 
moves. 
11. How often you have difficulties remembering how to keep score in games, like bowling, 
cards, etc. Often loses track of whose turn it is. Limited strategic planning ability for games 
like chess. 
12. Do you often experience anxiety during math tasks? 
13. Do you often use fingers to count? Lose track when counting. Cannot do mental math. 
Adds with dots or tally marks. 
14. Do you feel from time to time that numbers and math seem like a foreign language? 
15. How often do you find it difficult to do mental math, often giving incorrect change or 
calculating a wildly inaccurate tip? 
16. How often do you hear complaints that you drive too fast or too slowly — even though 
you feel like you drive at a normal speed? 
17. How often do you forget phone numbers or addresses, even just a few moments after 
they were said to you? 
18. How often do you have trouble telling time on an analogue clock? 
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19. How often do you arrive late to events or appointments? 
20. How often do you have trouble estimating how long it will take you to get somewhere, 
even if you’ve made the trip before? 
21. How often do you forget math facts that everyone else seems to know, like times tables 
or common formulas? 
22. How often do you find it hard to stick to a budget or keep track of your finances? 
23. How often do you skip numbers or read a few of them backward when reading a long 
list? 
24. How often do you have difficulty reading graphs or charts? 
25. How often do you run out of time when completing tasks on deadline, or find that 
much more time has passed than you had originally thought? 
26. How often do you misplace objects around the house or get lost in familiar areas? 
27. How often do you get anxious when you know math-related tasks are coming up — a 
meeting where you’ll have to discuss your company’s latest quarterly figures, for example? 
 
Note: Some of the questions can be transformed using the negative suggestion. BUT if there is 
a combination with dyslexia the results can be wrong. 
 
Scoring: 
Up to 30% answers rarely – ok 
Between 30 and 45 % rarely – mild form of math deficit 
Between 45 and 60% rarely – moderate form of math deficit 
Higher than 60% rarely – severe form of math deficit 
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MODULE 3 – ANNEX 2. SELF-ASSESSMENT TEST 
 

Practical exercises 
http://app.educational-psychologist.co.uk/screening/dyscalculic/  
 
1. Fill the missing numbers 
1, 2, ____, 4, 5, 6,____, 8, 9, 10,____ 
3, 6, 9, ____,____, 21, 24,____ 
1, 5,____,15,____,____, 25,____,____ 
50, 45,____,____, 30,____,____, 10 
 
2. Write down backwards in a column starting from the right top the numbers from 115 
to 101 
 
3. Fill in the missing numbers and symbols 
7  +  2  = ___   –  4  =  ___  +  6  =  ____ 
 ____ +  3  =  9  + ____   =  11  + ____   =  16 
4  +  ____  =  7  +  3  =____    –  6  =  ____ 
5 ___   3  =  8 ____   2  =  6 ____   5  =  11 
 
4. Circle the 6’s. 
9 6 6 9 6 6 9 9 6 9 6 9 6 
6 6 9 6 9 9 6 9 9 6 9 6 9 
9 9 6 9 9 6 6 6 9 6 9 6 6 
 
5. Copy the following numbers on the lines below. 
6     12    9    6   9   21   
___  ___   ___  ___ ___ ____ 
 
6. Add 3 to each of the above numbers. 
___  ___   ___  ___ ___ ____ 
 
7. Subtract 2 from each answer above.  
___  ___   ___  ___ ___ ____ 
 
8. Read the following word problem. Write and solve the math problem. 
Rob, Mike and Jane were picking apples. Rob picked 6 apples, Mike picked 4 apples and Jane 
picked 2 apples. How many more apples did Rob pick than Jane? How many apples did the 
children pick all together? 
9. Look at the following number sequence. Cover it up and then write it on the line. 
3 8 4 __________ 
5 2 6 9 ___________ 
7 4 8 3 1 _____________ 
6 7 8 3 4 5 ______________ 
10. Repeat the following number sequences backwards: 
8 5 2 _______ 
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9 7 4 1 _________ 
6 3 8 2 8 __________ 
9 7 4 5 6 2 ____________ 
11. What time is: https://www.thatquiz.org/tq-g/ (you can adjust according to your skills) 
12. What time is if the small arrow is almost at III and the big one at IX? _______ 
13. What time is if the small arrow is at XII and the big one covers it? _______ 
14. How many minutes are between 12:50 and 17:35? _______ 
15. On the board you can see map of your city and two marked destination.  Imagine you 
have to explain to a friend of yours how to get from position 1 to position 2. Try alternative 
route for the back path. 





MODULE 3 

NUMERICAL CALCULATION IN EVERYDAY LIFE – WHAT 
ARE ALL THE NUMBERS ARROUND US FOR 



Numbers, numbers, numbers(( 
Many people face problems working with 
numbers. These problems affect both their 
personal and professional life. The content of 
this module will help you to define and group 
these math deficit problems by a complex test. 
This deficit can be overcome with the help of 
different exercises and the negative impact can 
be decreased to e certain  degree. 



Participants needs analysis  
The diversity of math deficits is very big. 
Oftenly it is combined with other litteracy 
deficits. In order to cure correctly you have to 
define precisely.  
We strongly recommend you the individual 
approach and personal attention when running 
the test to each participant at this stage – it will 
be helpful soon. 



Expected learning outcomes 
Are you ready for these ambitious goals:   
1. To introduce to the participants to the substance 
of the problem under consideration, its possible 
manifestations and the risks it carries? 
2. To be able to individually determine its presence 
with sufficient accuracy? 
3. To propose a system of measures for limiting the 

negative impact of math skill deficit? 
Yes! Than this challenge is for you!! 
 



A brief reminder of manifestation 
• Focus (concentration) 
• Divided attention 
• Working memory 
• Short-term memory 
• Naming 
• Planning 
• Processing speed 



And the main types 
• Verbal math deficit 
• Practognostic problem 
• Lexical problem 
• Graphical problem 
• Ideognostical problem 
• Operational problem 
Are you sure you want to continue?)) 

 



Combating math skills deficit 
You have a rich armory of exercises. If after the 
test you determined the deficit correctly using 
the exercises in this module but also chosen ones 
from the others will help you to minimize the 
negative effect of math deficit in your trainees. 
Do not expect immediate results – a consistent 
work is ahead. Don’t forget to encourage them 
even for the small steps in the correct direction. 



Feedback 
Share your observations, comments and 
suggestions about the results of the trainings held 
by you to enrich and improve the educational 
methodology. We are also humans and we are 
not perfect. 
Thanks for your efforts and contribution!!! 





The European Commission support for the production of this publication does not constitute an 
endorsement of the contents which reflects the views only of the authors, and the Commission 
cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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